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About This Game

Stickman Destruction 2

Stickman Destruction 2 is back!

Goal is simple: You need to do a lot of damage to the stickmans to collect as many points as possible!
With the collected points, you can unlock new vehicules and levels.

Calculate the speed and movement of your vehicle. Shoot down as many stickers as possible on your way, see for their marked
damage.In some locations there will be various items that will help you to score bigger points.

The game will appeal to those who like to watch the real physics of the stickman character and the destruction of various types
of transport and stickmans.
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FEATURES :

*10 differents vehicules to unlock (bike, mine car, the famous hot dog car, dinosaur on a bike, armored car, etc...)

*10 various levels to unlock.

*Steam Leaderboard

*Steam Achievements
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Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Starodymov
Publisher:
OtakuMaker SARL
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In this tower defence game you're supposed to defend different stations around the galaxy each with three levels of challenge.
Each station has it's own style, look & feel and you can choose between three different difficulty levels.

Game's nice and has it's own take on the tower defence genre, worth a try for TD fans. :-]. Edit, refunded due to no player base,
Augest 20th 4 players online at 5PM UK time.

not PUBG!!!! but simular in the same way PUBG is simular to DayZ standalone.

EA but more then playable, it would seem the devs have focused on gameplay rather than graphic so bravo for that, the game
runs okay and its not overly gitchy though i did come across a few.

this will be my PUBG replacement while getting over the burn out.. The preview video is very misleading. You do not drag the
icons from the green dot, you click on the green dot and the icons appear on the fox/wolf/whatever animal's head. I don't know
why they feel there should be a default sound as opposed to no sound at all, or why it should be scratching, but they do and it is.
I found the startup sound before you get to anything to be annoying. And what is taking so long to load? The graphics are very
sparse, there are sliders, buttons the vertical scrollbar the text, the animal head, the green thing, and the circles that sounds are
attached to. It would be nice to have a wide array of icons at least. Couldn't pull off that getting the circle sliding from side to
side thing yet. No tingling sensation, pleasant or otherwise experineced.. I recommend this game - for the low price of $0 (which
is what I got it for).

It's rather short... it only has about three hours worth of gameplay. It seems more like a freeware game than something worth $5.

Pro:

-Steam Trading Cards- Need I say more?

-You can switch your class- Later on, you can try out a different class, although that specific class won't be as high of a level as
your current one.

-Buy the best weapons- The weapons you can buy are usually more powerful than what you can find, so you can rest assured that
you won't find a more powerful weapon and immediately have to discard the weapon you just bought (personal pet peeve of
mine).

Maybe I'll think of more pros later. :P

Con:

-Short game length- If you're one of the people who paid $5 for this game, then that would be a bummer. It's far too short to
justify a $5 price tag.
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-Useless skills- Many of the skills in the game are worthless, you'll probably find yourself using only a couple different skills to
beat the game.

-Hideous grammar- If you demand proper spelling and grammar from text-based dialogue... then this is not the game for you.

If you are looking for a short RPG to waste some time on, then this game could suffice. I enjoyed playing it, but I had to come
back multiple times to finish it.. A well coded and fun game. Could use some more features and updates. Wish the "Exit" button
was not q.. 100% Achievements
. Great Re-make from a classic game. The graphics are fitting so well to that game, that the atmosphere from the old game gets
revived. The new point-n-klick way to the gold is pretty awesome too, compared to the "i write everything that he should do" -
version. The german translation is lovely made and isn't just that stereotype translation.
All in all a well done remake.. Actually a pretty nice puzzle game, with nice OST.

~ 7/10
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I was going to write a gigantic review, like I normally do, but I'll keep it short for this one.

If you like active Developers who update the game and fix issues, these guys get things DONE.

If you like trains, train simulators, and the like... you should probably own this game anyway. IT HAS VR.

Simple controls, straight-forward tutorial.

Available in BOTH VR, and NON-VR (Normal Desktop\/Laptops without a VR headset).

Buy it. Play it for an hour. If you don't like it, remember... Steam accepts refunds on games with less than 2 hours of
gameplay, and less than 14 days from purchase.. Very interesting style and game play - Great Graphics, Terrific
Sound, Decent Controls, nice weapons. Needs some tweaks and Player LEVELING. One shouldn't encounter a
BOSS that cannot be beat with the material they've collected so far in the game. And you will respawn without
them, and smack in the middle of the BOSS! Weapons and Equipment are Random, Limited, and Expensive.
There is no 'beginner mode' Anyone without the finger coordination of a machine will find this game
EXTREMELY HARD ! Second time in the game, I've gotten my $15 worth, I guess.. Thanks for the Ride! (Shelf
ware). Slick puzzle game with a great difficulty curve to start out. The move limit really keeps the pace flowing,
while forcing you to try to find the best solution. The soundtrack is a nice bonus with mellow piano chords. I did
fall out after just a short while though not really able to explain why. 4/5. Incredibly Short game but a lot of
replay potential. I enjoyed my 40 minute playthrough. For 6 bucks I have played way worse games.. It could
have been a good game, but the levels where the pattern disapears are just stupid. It's too hard to draw precisely
and it's boring to retry again and again.. As someone who's very much into ninjas and VR games, I had high
hopes. Unfortunately, this game is absolutely riddled with bugs and it's not worth playing. This game is
extremely inconsistent with its shuriken physics, but the main issue is the hand tracking is always broken. Move
to a level, and suddenly all shuriken are flying backwards and you can't fix it. There's a reason it's so cheap, and
that's because the developer knows how awful it is and hopes people won't refund a one dollar game. It's not
worth the 75 cents I paid for it. DO NOT BUY!. This game looks promising from the smoothed out store pics
but is more like an older mobile phone game in my opinion. its a cheap price but not what i was expecting,.
honstly I dont care about any one but PBG but just giveing me the option is a perfet 12\/10
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